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A viral RNA hijacks host machinery using dynamic
conformational changes of a tRNA-like structure
Steve L. Bonilla1, Madeline E. Sherlock1, Andrea MacFadden1, Jeffrey S. Kieft1,2*

Viruses require multifunctional structured RNAs to hijack their host’s biochemistry, but their
mechanisms can be obscured by the difficulty of solving conformationally dynamic RNA structures.
Using cryo–electron microscopy (cryo-EM), we visualized the structure of the mysterious viral transfer
RNA (tRNA)–like structure (TLS) from the brome mosaic virus, which affects replication, translation,
and genome encapsidation. Structures in isolation and those bound to tyrosyl-tRNA synthetase (TyrRS)
show that this ~55-kilodalton purported tRNA mimic undergoes large conformational rearrangements
to bind TyrRS in a form that differs substantially from that of tRNA. Our study reveals how viral RNAs
can use a combination of static and dynamic RNA structures to bind host machinery through highly
noncanonical interactions, and we highlight the utility of cryo-EM for visualizing small, conformationally
dynamic structured RNAs.

R
NA’s functional versatility derives from
its ability to encode genetic information
and form complex three-dimensional
(3D) structures (1). RNA viruses exploit
these features, using structured RNA

elements to manipulate host machinery and
regulate essential viral processes (2, 3). Such
RNA elements exist in viral clades as diverse as
flaviviruses, lentiviruses, coronaviruses, alpha-
viruses, and picornaviruses (2–7), where often
a single RNA element performs multiple func-
tions. Our understanding of such RNAs is
rudimentary, partly because many are con-
formationally dynamic and therefore difficult
to characterize structurally. Crystallization of
such elements is difficult because of their dy-
namic structure, and nuclear magnetic reso-
nance (NMR) is often not tractable for fully
functional RNAs or RNA-protein complexes
because of molecular weight limitations (8, 9).
Thus, structure-function rules of viral RNAs
and their interactionswith hostmachinery are
not well understood.
A powerful way that viruses use RNA struc-

ture is to mimic cellular tRNAs. Several viral
internal ribosome entry sites (IRESs), includ-
ing that of the hepatitis C virus, mimic parts
of tRNA to contact tRNA binding sites on the
ribosome (2). Additionally, the the HIV-1 RNA
genome contains a tRNA-like element that
binds lysyl-tRNA synthetase and favors the
release of bound tRNALys3, the primer for
HIV reverse transcription (5). These and other
examples show the importance of tRNAmim-
icry in diverse viruses, including some that
cause human diseases.

Important examples of tRNAmimicry and
multifunctionality are the tRNA-like struc-
tures (TLSs) at the 3′ ends of certain positive-
strand RNA viral genomes (10, 11). TLSs drive
aminoacylation of viral genomic 3′ ends by
host aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases (aaRSs)
and can interact with other tRNA-specific en-
zymes, including CCA-nucleotidyltransferase
(CCA-NTase) and eukaryotic translation elon-
gation factor 1A (eEF1A) (10, 12). Known TLSs
are classified into three types on the basis of
their aaRS specificity: valylatable (TLSVal), his-
tidylatable (TLSHis), and tyrosylatable (TLSTyr)
(10, 12). Each type has a characteristic second-
ary structure that differs substantially from
that of tRNA, showing that tRNA mimicry
can be achieved in diverse ways (fig. S1) (12).
Of the three types, TLSTyr differs most from
tRNA in size and secondary structure and
is the most difficult to reconcile with tRNA
mimicry (13). The prototype TLSTyr is found at
the 3′ end of each of the three genomic RNAs
of the tripartite brome mosaic virus (BMV)
genome (Fig. 1A). The BMV TLSTyr (hereafter
referred to as BMV TLS) plays roles in trans-
lation, replication, and encapsidation of BMV
RNAs; some of these functions are linked
to aminoacylation of the TLS, whereas other
functions appear to be independent of amino-
acylation status (10, 13). The BMVTLS is thus a
powerful model system to explore important
viral RNA features, including multifunction-
ality, tRNAmimicry, host protein binding, and
potentially conformational dynamics.
Early studies identified the 3′-most 134 nu-

cleotides (nts) of the genomic BMV RNAs as
the minimal tyrosylatable TLS RNA (13, 14),
but later studies have demonstrated the im-
portance of the adjacent upstream sequence
(13). The consensus TLS contains 169 nts that
form a secondary structure with seven helical

stems (compared with four for tRNA), includ-
ing a pseudoknotted aminoacyl acceptor stem
analog (Fig. 1A and fig. S1) (12, 15). Thus, BMV
TLS is substantially larger and more structur-
ally complex than tRNA and is therefore an
example of a structure that accomplishes
tRNAmimicry in amanner that is not readily
apparent. It is not known whether BMV TLS
contains a tRNA-like L-shaped structure, and
conflicting evidence points to either stem
B2 or B3 as the anticodon stem analog (Fig.
1A) (16). Notwithstanding the lessons that
a 3D structure of the BMV TLS could pro-
vide about viral RNA structure-function rela-
tionships, the structure has remained elusive
for decades.

Cryo–electron microscopy (cryo-EM) reveals
the global architecture of unbound BMV TLS

We transcribed and purified a TLS sequence
from BMV RNA 3 in vitro (12, 15) and con-
firmed its ability to be tyrosylated in vitro
using recombinantly expressed tyrosyl-tRNA
synthetase (TyrRS) frommodel host Phaseolus
vulgaris (Fig. 1B). Cryo-EM micrographs of
this sample collected using a 200-kV micro-
scope contained readily identifiable particles
despite their small size (55 kDa) (Fig. 1C and
fig. S2). Using a data analysis pipeline that in-
cludes the removal of junk particles through
2D classification, ab initio 3D reconstruction,
3D classification, and map refinement (17),
we obtained an initial 7.0-Å map that dis-
played characteristics consistent with those
of a folded RNA of the expected size (Fig. 1D
and fig. S2). The overall architecture of the
map was robustly reproduced across ab initio
reconstructions with different numbers of
classes (fig. S2).
A larger dataset from a 300-kVmicroscope

equipped with an energy filter increased the
overall resolution to 4.3 Å. In this map, both
minor and major grooves of A-form helices
were clearly defined, and the connectivity of
the phosphate backbone could be deduced
(Fig. 1E and fig. S3). In some regions, stacking
and coplanarity of base pairs were resolved,
and phosphate bumps were visible (fig. S4).
The central core of the map displayed the
highest local resolution, but even peripheral-
region density waswell defined and displayed
clear helical features (Fig. 1E).
Notably, one helical domain stood out be-

cause it was less defined and had lower local
resolution relative to that of othermap regions
(Fig. 1E, boxed), which suggests local flexibil-
ity within the structure. To examine this, we
used 3D variability analysis (18) to generate a
series of 3D volumes representing variability
among particles within the dataset (Fig. 1F).
This analysis was consistent with this one
helical domain occupying multiple confor-
mational states while the rest of the RNA is
relatively more static.
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Engineered RNAs provide information for
unambiguous structural modeling
Aside from low-resolution small-angle x-ray
scattering (SAXS) data and a computational
model based on chemical probing and func-
tional data (12, 19), there was no prior infor-
mation on the 3D structure of BMV TLS. To
assign RNA helices to regions of the cryo-EM
map, we used a strategy based on RNA struc-
tural modularity. We designed BMV TLS RNAs
with specific helical stems extended or trun-
cated by several base pairs, with the rationale
that local differences between the wild-type
and modified RNAs would identify the ex-
tended and truncated helices within themaps.
Analogous experiments have been used to vali-
date structuralmodels or tomeasure the angles
between RNA helices (20, 21).
Amapof anRNAwith stemB3 extended and

stem C shortened displayed local differences
compared with that of a wild type that con-
clusively identified B3 and C (Fig. 1D; B3ext +
Cshort). We repeated this analysis with an RNA
with stem D extended and stem B2 shortened
(Fig. 1D; Dext + B2short). An unexpected new
tertiary interaction apparently formed be-
tween the modified helices, but this did not
affect the global architecture of the RNA, and
local differences between the maps identified
stems B2 and D. This strategy, in combination

with the previously determined secondary
structure (19) (Fig. 2A), allowed us to unam-
biguously identify the positions of all helices
with no prior assumptions. This method of
obtaining RNA helical assignments in cryo-
EMmaps is generally applicable and can also
validate structural models from automated
computational tools (22), as discussed below
and as has been done previously (20).

Cryo-EM yields a complete structural model of
BMV TLS

To build a structural model consistent with
the cryo-EM data and the secondary structure
of BMV TLS, we first evaluated a decades-old
computational 3D model (fig. S5) (19). The
computational model correctly predicted five
helical stems emanating from a central core
but did not fit well into the experimental map.
We built a new structure by docking individ-
ual domains into their corresponding den-
sity, performing molecular dynamics flexible
fitting and real-space refinements, and cor-
recting RNA geometry (Fig. 2B and fig. S6).
The entire structure could be built and re-
fined within the map without substantial
steric clashes or breaks in the chain (table S1).
Models of the extended and truncated con-
structs (Fig. 1D) support this structural model
(fig. S7).

As a complementary method of structural
modeling, we used auto-DRRAFTER, a fully
automated computational tool that generates
multiple unbiasedmodels fromauser-provided
secondary structure and low-to-moderate–
resolution cryo-EMmaps (22). Themodels gen-
erated by auto-DRRAFTER agreed well with
our original structure [root mean square devi-
ation (RMSD) < 3.2 Å] (fig. S6B).
Globally, the BMV TLS structure contains

three sets of coaxially stacked extended helical
domains (Fig. 2C). One domain comprises
helices C, B1, and B2, which form a pseudo-
continuous helix that spans the structure, with
the apical loops of B2 and C pointing in op-
posite directions (Fig. 2C, center). The second
comprises helices D and A connected through
a central four-way junction (4wj) (Fig. 2C,
right). Helix A contains the 3′ CCA and serves
as both the acceptor stem for tyrosylation and
the replication initiation site (10). The third
corresponds to the conformationally dynamic
domain mentioned above (Fig. 1F) and con-
tains helices B3 and E (hereafter referred to
as B3 + E) linked to the core of the structure
by a single strand of unpaired RNA (Fig. 2C,
left). Thus, although atomic-level details are
ambiguous at the overall map resolution, the
cryo-EM structure of BMV TLS reveals func-
tionally important features.
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Fig. 1. Functional and initial
structural characterization of
BMV TLS RNA. (A) Organization of
the tripartite BMV genome with a
TLS at the 3′ end of each RNA. The
conserved BMV TLS secondary
structure is shown next to that of
a tRNA. Structural domains and
the terminal CCA are shown, with
the red “A” designating the
aminoacylation site. Me/He,
methyltransferase/helicase; RdRp,
RNA-dependent RNA polymerase;
MP, movement protein; CP,
coat protein. (B) (Left) Cartoon of
reaction catalyzed by TyrRS.
ATP, adenosine 5′-triphosphate;
AMP, adenosine 5′-monophosphate.
(Right) Tyrosylation of the BMV
TLS RNA used for cryo-EM, using an
adapted published protocol (36).
BMV TLS (2′–3′ cP) contains a
terminal 2′–3′ cyclic phosphate, not
an efficient substrate of TyrRS.
TYMV TLSVal is a valylatable TLS
from turnip yellow mosaic virus
(TYMV). CPM, counts per minute.
(C) (Left) Representative micrograph of the BMV TLS RNA, 30% of the field of view. Defocus range was −1 to −2.5 mm. (Right) Classified projections from BMV
TLS particles (fig. S2). (D) Secondary structures and cryo-EM maps of BMV TLS, B3ext + Cshort, and Dext + B2short. The maps of B3ext + Cshort (mesh red) and
Dext + B2short (mesh green) are superimposed on BMV TLS (solid gray). Arrows point to differences corresponding to altered stems. (E) Refined map of BMV
TLS at 4.3-Å resolution. Colors denote local resolution. The flexible domain with lower local resolution is boxed in both views. (F) Maps representing heterogeneity
in the particles using 3D variability analysis (18). The variability is mostly localized to the domain that is boxed in red in each map.
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Identification of elements that drive
aminoacylation
The ability of the BMV TLS to be aminoacyl-
ated has led to the hypothesis that the rules
for BMV TLS tyrosylation by TyrRS largely
match those of tRNATyr (19, 23). Specifically,
because tRNATyr recognition by the TyrRS re-
quires interactions with its acceptor stem and
anticodon loop (with the acceptor stem being
more important), analogs of these domains
were expected in the BMV TLS structure
(10, 19, 24, 25). Pseudoknotted helix A was
known to be the acceptor stem analog, but
the identity of the putative anticodon stem
analog wasmysterious (10, 26), with conflict-
ing evidence for B3 or B2 (16, 19, 23, 26). Our
3D structure shows that althoughB2 is oriented
away from the acceptor stem, the B3 + E do-
main is positioned such that it is more likely
to interact with TyrRS (Fig. 2B). Furthermore,
a consensus sequence and secondary structural
model based on conservation and covariation
analysis of 512 different viral BMV-like TLSTyr

sequences reveals that certain nucleotide iden-
tities in B3’s apical loop and the length of the
B3 + E domain are highly conserved (Fig. 3, A
and B). By contrast, stem B2 varies in length
with no compensatory changes in the length
of B1 (Fig. 3B), and there is no strong con-
servation in the apical loop of B2 that would
suggest it acts as the anticodon (Fig. 3A). The
secondary structure model derived from the
covariation analysis was validated with chem-
ical probing of three representative TLSTyr

variants (fig. S8). These observations strongly
point to B3 as the putative anticodon stem
analog.
To further investigate the role of B3, we

performed in vitro tyrosylation of BMV TLS

variants with terminal loops of B2, B3, or E
mutated to UUCG, a loop sequence with a
well-determined structure and high thermo-
dynamic stability (27). In contrast to previous
large sequence deletions (16), the UUCGmuta-
tions were not expected to affect the overall
BMV TLS structure. Electrophoresis of folded
BMV TLS mutants under native conditions
showed unchanged migration relative to that
of the wild type (fig. S9). Although mutations
to B3 decreased aminoacylation of the TLS
(Fig. 3C), mutations to B2 or E did not have a
substantial effect, which suggests that B3 is
analogous to the tRNA anticodon. Although
the B3 apical loop contains a conserved UACA
sequence rather than a canonical tyrosine anti-
codon (i.e., GUA in plants), the major identity
elements of tRNATyr lay within its acceptor
arm, and the anticodon is less important (24);
this appears to also be true with BMV TLS.

Free BMV TLS RNA does not contain a classic
L-shaped tRNA mimic

To productively interact with TyrRS, it was
expected that the BMV TLS acceptor and anti-
codon stem analogs (stems A and B3, respec-
tively) would comprise a classic tRNA L-shaped
fold (Fig. 3D, left). Unexpectedly, stem A and
domain B3 + E of BMV TLS are loosely asso-
ciated, with no interactions analogous to those
between the T and D loops in tRNA, and the
overall dimensions do notmatch those of tRNA
(Fig. 3D). The implications were apparent
when we used the crystal structure of a yeast
tRNATyr-TyrRS complex (25) to model BMV
TLS bound to TyrRS (Fig. 3E). Superposition
of the structure of BMV TLS on tRNATyr bound
to the TyrRS homodimer, based on their ac-
ceptor stems (fig. S10), revealed substantial

steric clashes between TyrRS and the B3 + E
domain of BMV TLS (Fig. 3E and fig. S10B).
This suggests that BMV TLS requires confor-
mational changes to bind TyrRS, and/or binds
TyrRS with a geometry that differs from that
of canonical tRNA, and/or binds to a different
site. The fact that B3 + E is conformationally
dynamic made it plausible that interaction
with TyrRS requires its rearrangement.

BMV TLS undergoes large conformational
changes to bind TyrRS

We applied cryo-EM to the BMV TLS–TyrRS
complex (Fig. 4 and figs. S11 and S12). Initial
studies with a 200-kV microscope (Fig. 4A)
showed two copies of BMV TLS RNA (Fig. 4B,
red arrows) bound to opposite sides of the
TyrRS homodimer (Fig. 4B, cyan arrow), with
each copy making two contacts on the en-
zyme. This resembles the overall configura-
tion of the tRNATyr-TyrRS complex (Fig. 4C).
However, there is substantially more space
between the TLS and the surface of the en-
zyme compared with tRNATyr-TyrRS, sug-
gesting different angles between the acceptor
and anticodon stems. Consistent with our
interpretation of the density, cryo-EM data
of free TyrRS (fig. S13) matched the density
observed in the center of the BMV TLS–TyrRS
complex (Fig. 4B, cyan box).
We collected a larger dataset with a 300-kV

microscope at different tilt angles to reduce
the effect of preferred particle orientations
(fig. S11). Although two bound BMVTLSRNAs
are observed in many 2D classes (Fig. 4B and
fig. S11), one RNA was consistently better
defined in 3D reconstructions, which sug-
gests compositional and/or conformational
heterogeneity. Consistent with this, and as
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Fig. 2. Structure of free BMV TLS
RNA. (A) Secondary structure of
the BMV TLS RNA construct used
for cryo-EM is labeled and colored by
domain, with the locations of the
replicase promoter and the acceptor
stem labeled. The AUA apical triloop
(solid box) and UAGA internal loop
(dashed box) are critical for replica-
tion. (B) Structural model of BMV TLS
from two views; colors match those
in (A). Sequences critical for replica-
tion are boxed as in (A). (C) The
helices, comprising three domains of
BMV TLS formed by helical stacks, are
highlighted with their corresponding
colors: B3 + E (left; black and gray),
C + B1 + B2 (middle; red, orange, and
yellow), and D + 4wj + A (right; purple,
cyan, and blue). The junctions con-
necting the different domains are
shown between them. Colors match
those in (A) and (B).
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discussed below, the data revealed at least
two distinct bound conformational states,
bound state 1 and bound state 2 (Fig. 4, D
and E, and fig. S11). Notably, a previous study
had reported that although the TyrRS homo-
dimer has two tRNATyr binding sites and
crystallizes with two copies of tRNATyr, only
one tRNATyr is aminoacylated at a time (28).
This apparent paradox may be reflected in the
asymmetrical binding behavior of the twoBMV
TLS RNAs, but further studies are required.
Focusing on a single copy of BMV TLS RNA

bound to TyrRS, we obtained interpretable
cryo-EM 3Dmaps of the global conformation
of the TLS bound to TyrRS (Fig. 4, D and E, top
panels, and fig. S12), with resolutions of 5.5
and 6.0 Å for bound states 1 and 2, respectively
(fig. S12). The maps allowed us to fit atomic
models of BMV TLS RNA and TyrRS (Fig. 4, D
and E, bottom panels).
The structures of the complex show that

BMV TLS RNA undergoes a large conforma-
tional change to bind TyrRS (Fig. 4F). Specif-
ically, the unbound and bound RNAs were
essentially superimposable except for domain
B3 + E (fig. S14). In the unbound state, B3 + E
occupies a conformational ensemble, most-
ly positioned at roughly a right angle to the
acceptor stem but not properly positioned to

interact productively with the enzyme (Fig. 3E).
However, in the bound state, B3 +Ehas rotated
~90° from its average unbound position to lay
roughly parallel to the acceptor stem analog
(stem A), avoiding any steric clash with the
enzyme and placing the B3 apical loop on the
surface of TyrRS (Fig. 4, D to F). The bound
BMVTLS geometry is very different from that
of tRNATyr; although BMV TLS also makes
two discrete contacts with TyrRS, it has little
resemblance to the global L-shaped struc-
ture of tRNATyr. This bound conformation
was not observed in the free RNA, suggest-
ing that it is unstable and rarely adopted
without interactions with TyrRS. Thus, the
BMV TLS undergoes a marked programmed
conformational change to bind the synthetase,
in contrast to preorganized tRNAs and TYMV
TLSVal—the latter of which nearly perfectly
mimics tRNA (29).

BMV TLS binds TyrRS in at least
two distinct states

The BMV TLS–TyrRS complex adopts two dis-
tinct states that may relate to the process of
aminoacylation. The overall conformations
of the RNA and the enzyme are the same in
both states (fig. S14, A and C), but their relative
positions differ (Fig. 4, D and E). In bound

state 1, the acceptor stem makes limited con-
tacts with TyrRS, and the terminal CCA is well
outside the aminoacylation active site (Fig. 4D).
In bound state 2, the RNA and the enzyme are
closer, the acceptor stem makes deeper con-
tacts with TyrRS, and the terminal CCA is
positioned in the active site. Because the posi-
tion of the acceptor stem in bound state 2more
closely resembles that of tRNATyr bound to
TyrRS, this statemore likely reflects the bound
conformationduring aminoacylation.However,
we cannot make conclusions about the order
of events, for example, whether bound state
1 is an on-path intermediate or an alternate
nonproductive state. Additionally, because the
conformation of the second bound RNA was
not resolved, we do not know whether all com-
binations of bound states 1 and 2 are present
or whether there are preferred combinations.
Although this behavior may be specific to
BMV TLS, it is possible that similar multiple
bound states exist in tRNATyr-TyrRS com-
plexes, but only a single state was observed by
crystallography.

The replicase promoter is prepositioned in
proximity to the initiation site

A critical function of BMV TLS is recruiting
replication machinery to the initiation site
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Fig. 3. Structural features of BMV TLS
important for replication or tRNA
mimicry. (A) Consensus covariation and
sequence model of TLSTyr variants
related to BMV TLS. Helices are labeled
according to BMV TLS. Preliminary
alignment of eight TLSTyr sequences from
the Rfam database (37, 38) followed by
homology searches resulted in 512 unique
sequences used in this consensus model,
which is supported by chemical probing
of three representative TLSTyr variants
(fig. S9). (B) Distribution of lengths
of four helices according to the alignment.
(C) Tyrosylation of mutant BMV TLS.
BMV TLS (2′–3′ cP) contains a terminal
2′–3′ cyclic phosphate and thus is not an
efficient substrate of TyrRS. (D) Comparison
of unbound tRNAPhe (left) and tRNA
mimicking portions of the BMV TLS (right).
The structurally important loops T and D
and anticodon (AC) loop are labeled.
Analogous structural features are colored as
per Fig. 2, and various molecular dimensions
are shown. (E) (Top) Published crystal
structure of yeast tRNATyr bound to yeast
TyrRS (25). (Bottom) The cryo-EM–derived
BMV TLS structure overlaid on the bound
tRNATyr (fig. S11). The steric clash between
B3 (anticodon stem analog) and TyrRS
is boxed.
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(13, 30, 31). Although replication initiates at
the 3′ end in stem A, the promoter is within
stem C’s apical AUA triloop (Fig. 2, A and B,
solid box) and a UAGA 4-nt bulge (Fig. 2, A
and B, dashed box) (30–32). The structure re-
veals that helix C is prepositioned adjacent
and nearly parallel to helix A (Fig. 2B, right).
The resulting distance between the AUA tri-
loop promoter and the replication initiation
site is ~48 Å. Because the replication complex
consists of multiple viral and host proteins
of 43 to 110 kDa (BMV-encoded replication
proteins P1 and P2 are 110 and 95 kDa, respec-
tively) (33), it is likely large enough to span this
distance. Further, the proximity of the UAGA

4-nt bulge (Fig. 2B, dashed box) to the 4wj
likely creates tertiary interactions that stabi-
lize the position of stem C relative to helix A
(Fig. 2B, right). Overall, the structure suggests
that helix C and helix A are prepositioned to
reduce the conformational search of the bound
replicase for its substrate, but replicase bind-
ing, as with TyrRS, could also be associated
with additional RNA conformational changes.

Discussion

The BMVTLS has served as amodel system for
understanding RNA structure-function rela-
tionships for decades, but until now its 3D
structure had remained elusive. The cryo-EM

structures of the BMV TLS in unbound and
TyrRS-bound states reveal a strategy for co-
opting the cell’s machinery using an RNA
structure that contains a combination of con-
formationally dynamic and relatively static
elements. The BMV TLS achieves aminoacyl-
ation by positioning the CCA at the 3′ end
and an anticodon loop analog within an ar-
chitecture that has little resemblance to that
of tRNA, but which spatially arranges them
to interact with the TyrRS; the decades-old
term tRNA-like structure may be a misnomer
for this RNA. This unexpected mode of bind-
ing invites speculation that other RNAs with
secondary structures that deviate substan-
tially from those of tRNAs may bind aaRSs
in noncanonical ways but be difficult to iden-
tify on the basis of sequence or secondary
structure alone.
The potential function and/or consequences

of the conformational change and global fold
of BMV TLS are not clear. The conformational
change could serve as a signal to initiate syn-
thetase binding or to enable the binding of
other proteins to the remodeled structure. In
the unbound form, the apical loop of stem E is
occluded, but it is exposed in the bound form
and in proximity to stem B2; any functional
implications of this are unknown. The structure
is a combination of preformed and dynamic
features. These features might facilitate and
organize interactions with the distinct ma-
chineries required for replication, recombina-
tion, and encapsidation of the viral RNAs (30).
Othermultifunctional RNAs likely utilize sim-
ilar characteristics to organize different roles.
RNAs exist as conformational ensembles,

and dynamics are critical for RNA function
(1, 8, 34). Recent studies have explored cryo-
EM as a powerful tool for rapidly solving small
RNA-only structures (22, 35), and our studies
highlight the potential of cryo-EM for dissect-
ing dynamic processes involving functional
structured RNAs andRNA-protein complexes.
Unlike crystallographic studies, in which con-
formational dynamicsmust largely be inferred
or suppressed, cryo-EMoffers direct detection
of inherent motions. Here, we highlighted a
tool that can aid in this task—the use of ex-
tensions and/or truncations ofmodular helical
domains in combinationwith robust secondary
structures to rapidly assign specific secondary
structural elements to the electron density,
provide constraints for structural modeling,
and/or validate automatedmodelingprograms.
Cryo-EM, in combination with emerging com-
putational tools, will greatly facilitate the study
of diverse dynamic regulatory RNAs andRNA-
protein complexes.
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TLS–TyrRS complex in bound state 1 (top) and an atomic model fitted to the density (bottom). (E) A 6.0-Å
cryo-EM map of the BMV TLS–TyrRS complex in bound state 2 (top) and an atomic model fitted to the
density (bottom). (F) Comparison of the structure of BMV TLS in isolation versus when bound to TyrRS.
(G) Comparison of BMV TLS in an unbound state and two bound states. Colors are as in Fig. 2.
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A viral RNA hijacks host machinery using dynamic conformational changes of a
tRNA-like structure
Steve L. Bonilla, Madeline E. Sherlock, Andrea MacFadden, and Jeffrey S. Kieft

Science 374 (6570), .  DOI: 10.1126/science.abe8526

A tricky mimicry
RNA viruses use dynamic, multifunctional folded elements to hijack host cellular machinery. Bonilla et al. used cryo–
electron microscopy (cryo-EM) to explore an RNA element from Brome mosaic virus that tricks host cell tyrosine
transfer RNA synthetase (TyrRS) into adding a tyrosine to the viral genome’s 3# end. Visualizing this RNA both in
isolation and bound to a cellular TyrRS revealed a bound structure unlike the canonical transfer RNA L-like shape and
conformational rearrangements in the RNA upon binding to the TyrRS, which suggests a multistep process of enzyme
recognition. This study highlights the power of cryo-EM to illustrate dynamic processes involving small structured RNAs
and RNA-protein complexes. —DJ
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